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There are several benefits to adopting the Integral Surface Protection Program, some
are towards improving safety, enhancing public image and one of the most compelling
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surfaces are not adequately cleaned or are re-contaminated within minutes. A durable or persistent antimicrobial bonded to a facility’s
surfaces has the potential to reduce microbial load and facilitate better cleaning and sanitizing. A lower bacterial load will reduce guest
and staff’s risk of cross-contamination and acquired infections.

What is the ISP Program

HILTON GARDEN INN SASAKTOON:

The Hilton Garden Inn is centrally located next to TCU Place and Midtown Plaza and is ideal for those that want to explore downtown.
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The Hilton has taken steps to enhance their already rigorous cleaning protocols by creating the Hilton CleanStay program. This program
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a critical part of how businesses achieve a new

In August of 2020, Jaret Waddell, of Globex Management engaged with Integral Services Group about the possibility of treating the
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entire hotel with Integral
Protection Program, utilizing AEGIS, by Microban. Jaret, in consultation with Perry Singh, the General
Manager of the property, decided to move ahead with the program.

The long-term goal of the ISP Program is not as a
OBJECTIVE: COVID-solution, but as a better, more sustainable
way to clean ALL surfaces for better public health.
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Benefits of the ISP Program

METHOD:
The application was performed at the hotel on October 10th, 11th and 12th.
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Electrostatic Sprayers, at their lowest setting. All touch surfaces across the property
received the application, with special
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to the highest
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initiative
These surfaces were tested for presence
of microbial growth after a full cleaning, but prior to the application of AEGIS, and then again
60 days after the application. 2. Improve Corporate Social Responsibility
status
Consistent Test sites were identified and
tested using a Hygiena ATP meter which measures organic materials on surfaces and is
most-often used in healthcare and food production plants.
3. Platform for better customer engagement

Smarter Investment
1. Significant cost reduction in cleaning
SystemSURE Plus ATP hygiene monitoring
system was used to measure cleanliness of surfaces. The Hygiena system was set with
protocols
a Pass and Fail limits of 60 and 100 respectively. Any score of 60 RLU or less is a Pass. Scores from 61 to 100 RLU are a Caution.
2. More effective sanitizing regimen
3. Longer shelf life of furnishings (furniture,
60
61-100 doors and
100 all other fixtures) due to
reduced frequency of disinfection
MEASURE:

Cost Saving Benefit on Actual Sites
One of the more tangible and measurable benefit of the ISP Program is the
immediate reduction in operational cost. These operational costs are specific to all
cleaning and disinfecting costs.
The following different facilities that have adopted the ISP Program and have seen
absolute cost savings. The comparison reflects all non-traditional disinfection (existing
and added protocols done at the onset of Covid-19) versus new and enhanced
protocol with the ISP Program.

Restaurant Facility : Joseph Richard Group
92.8% Cost Reduction
$1,440 *

Beginning March of 2020, JRG
updated their cleaning regimen.
They acquired new cleaning products,
retrained staff on disinfection protocols
also designated staff doing disinfection
exclusively.

Ave. Daily Cost

$104
Pre-ISP Program

Post -ISP Program

* Average March – December 2020

After adopting the ISP Program and seeing how effective it is through various site
testing, they have scaled back on the above protocols resulting in significant cost
savings.

Hospitality : Best Western Sawridge
77.8% Cost Reduction
$1,215 *

Ave. Daily Cost

$270
BW took immediate action and increased
The number of housekeeping staff. The
hotel also employed additional dedicated
labour to do frequent disinfection is all rooms.

Pre-ISP Program

Post -ISP Program

* Average March – December 2020

After 100 days of testing (post ISP Program), the General Manager concluded that they can
reduce the use chemicals in cleaning all the rooms and common areas of the hotel. They
also managed to reduce 75% of labour tasked to clean and disinfect the property.

Cost Saving Benefit on Actual Sites
Sports Resort : Revelstoke Mountain Resort
78.7% Cost Savings
$257

Many resorts like Revelstoke faced
unimaginable challenge with regards
to keeping their facility clean and safe
for the public.

$55

There are so many variables to consider
Estimated Cleaning Cost
based on the sheer number of areas to clean
w/out ISP Program
and disinfect. The high number of traffic
through each area of the resort adds to challenge.
How do you keep gondolas clean and safe while operating?

Post -ISP Program

The operations team explored different types of technology and was convinced ISP
Program was most effective. If not for the ISP Program, the regimen would be cleaning
the gondolas 3x a day!

Education Facility : Southridge Academy
71% Cost Reduction
$340

$99

Estimated Cleaning
Post -ISP Program
Southridge was proactive in their efforts to
Cost w/out ISP
be ready as soon as the British Columbia
Program
Government announced school will resume
classes. They adopted the ISP Program to ensure
that their cleaning regime is the gold standard and uses a scientifically proven
technology. They are committed to ensuring the safety of their staff and students.

The school had originally planned increasing their Day Porter/Matron complement
from two full time staff, to five. These three added staff would do continual
disinfection in high-touch areas. This would have resulted in higher cost but less
effective regimen.

